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Messed up Editing the Database

Hi. I work in a enhancement project from the original database (not an update) and
yesterday an error ocurred when saving data. Although the game can be started normally,
I cannot save again with the editor and through validation process the following ocurred:

 
// ------------------------ //

 // Step 8: Table alignments //
 // ------------------------ //

 
Data table (common_names) was not aligned.

 Fix failed: Table still not aligned! (1 items re-aligned)
 

Can anyone help me on how to fix this problem? For example, when I load the DB,
common names appear normally at the editor. When I try to reorder them, they appear
randomly. I use cm0102ed for editing

#1
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Unattached
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Join Date:
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Posts:
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Your Mother

29,995

One of the 1st, 2nd or Common names will have created a rogue version on itself. Filter the names until you find a blank one and delete
it. Also find any 1st, 2nd or Common names with 0 in the Count and delete them. 

 
Make a back up by using the Distribute option in the Editor first
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I'll try it here, thank you very much 
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Well, I tried what Dermotran said but it would endlessly wait for deletion of a blank common name. If by any chance anybody wants to
help me, I have uploaded data at 4shared - http://www.4shared.com/zip/MTmTeNFC/...ase_Upgra.html

 
As far as I remember, there was an access violation message after entering 1st name 'Stephane' (nation Gabon) and it does appears as a
1st name with count 0
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anyway to bypass signing up for 4shared?
 

or upload it to Sendspace if ya can mate
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Sure, here it is http://www.sendspace.com/file/9il1i9
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All better 
 

http://www.sendspace.com/file/tp8pzy
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Thanks a lot mate 
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For some reason all Gabon players got a 'hidden' common name. I added the common name '123' to them all then deleted it from them. 
 

Weird error, nothing worse to ruin a few hrs updating!!
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04-05-12, 05:58 PM

Yeah, the "access violation" message appeared just after I entered the first name of a Gabonese player, probably that new player was the
cause of it all. Once again, thank you very much for all help 
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Please could you give me instructions on how you fixed this? I think I have the same issue.
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Whatever you have the issue with (first name, second name or common name) filter the problem area but dont enter anything for the
filter. You will have loads of blank names for different countries, delete them. Then press Staff. Go to Tools, Validate Database. It will take
awhile at 1st but then it will show no errors for whatever area the issue was for
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Thanks. When I try this I get the message "error: Id existed in filter but not proper container"
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 Originally Posted by Dermotron 

Whatever you have the issue with (first name, second name or common name) filter the problem area but dont enter anything for the filter.
You will have loads of blank names for different countries, delete them. Then press Staff. Go to Tools, Validate Database. It will take awhile at
1st but then it will show no errors for whatever area the issue was for
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Yeah, keep deleting and when done, do the rest that I posted 
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Ok it works for the ones with low counts but if I try to delete any with count 100 it just stalls at the delete stage. I left it overnight but it
was still deleting when I returned (and there are several of these)
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Go to Tools, Data Distribution Wizard, rename the file, upload to sendspace and I'll fix it for you
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Thank you very much. I'll do that tonight.
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beadybea 

 Originally Posted by Dermotron 

Go to Tools, Data Distribution Wizard, rename the file, upload to sendspace and I'll fix it for you
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http://www.sendspace.com/file/wx41gl
 

Thanks once again.
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Sorry mate, have never fixed that issue on that scale. Normally its either first, second or common name not 10 or so of each (nearly 50
for Common Names). There's also something wrong with the staff configuration file too

 

Since it's just the ODB data, you can download it again from here - http://www.champman0102.co.uk/downlo...do=file&id=119
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 Originally Posted by Dermotron 

Sorry mate, have never fixed that issue on that scale. Normally its either first, second or common name not 10 or so of each (nearly 50 for
Common Names). There's also something wrong with the staff configuration file too

 

Since it's just the ODB data, you can download it again from here - http://www.champman0102.co.uk/downlo...do=file&id=119
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Thanks anyway. My plan was to edit the ODB so the players resemble how they actually turned out in real life with hindsight. Are there
any in circulation like this?

18-07-12, 08:23 PM
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18-03-12
7

Well today I did a full reinstall. Loaded up the editor and it's the ODB but all the blanks are still there. I think I'll stick to a patch!
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Index issues

Guys I have been editing the database recently and I have gotten two errors, its pissed me off as I have been making something that I
have spent hours upon hours doing.

 
The following has occured

 
v3.9.68 ger_second..cpp 74

 
v3.9.68 ger_cup..cpp 77

 
Now I havent changed any teams around all I did was move players about.

 
Any ideas how I can fix this?
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Join Date:
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I reckon you have overwritten 1.FC Koln by mistake, are they still in the DB? If they are not there is not much you can do. You'll know
when you open the Editor, click Comp tab and see how many clubs are in 2nd division. I reckon it will say 17/17 instead of 18/18.

 
You can try add them back in but don't think it will work
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Yep spot on, bloody hell your right I did delete them, how on earth did I do that?
 

I tried to add them in, but it says club comp is full.
 

Ahh bollox lucky for me I did save it but most of the changed I did today are lost now, bollox.
 

I think I better upload what I have, you see I was making a 91-92 database - I have been working on it since the start of the World Cup,
I have done shit loads of work.

 
I am currently on Germany, i have done Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Partially Brazil, England, France, Italy.
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You could using Tri-Wasano Editor to add them back in perhaps? It might work. Needs to be exact Long Name and Short Name
 

Yes there is a flaw with the filter in cm0102ed.exe, you need to reset the filter after you use one. The only guaranteed way to do this is
press a different tab to the one you are using. So Club, press Pers. to reset, Nation press Club. (doesn't matter, just make sure it's a
different tab)
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Ok cheers for your help mate, appreciated.
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Hey Derm, I added them back into the database with Tri-Wasano. It worked!
 

Cheers dude, you are a legend.
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FYP
 

No problem, glad it worked. Make sure to keep some backups lying around 
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 Originally Posted by MrFoo 

Cheers dude, you are a luckbox.
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It's actually only long name that needs to match, short name can be amended without a problem.
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 Originally Posted by Dermotron 

You could using Tri-Wasano Editor to add them back in perhaps? It might work. Needs to be exact Long Name and Short Name
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Champions League / Europa League spots bug

Hi all,
 

I'm playing with Liverpool at the moment, allready 6 seasons gone, but I have to become champion to play Champions League.
 Second place is UEFA cup access, al other spots for Champions League go to champions of the second, third and fourth league.
 

Is this bug a known issue? How can I solve it? 
 

Thank you in advance.
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Can you to the Competitions > European > UEFA Coefficients page of your save and take a screenshot of the screen then upload it here.
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Here you go.
 

Let me make it clear, if Wolves for example becomes champion in the second division, they play champions league.
 Before Liverpool I managed Herta, when I became champions in the 2.bundesliga I was also qualified for champions league. Very bizar.
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Very bizarre. Fun though 
 

Have you edited anything by any chance?
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Yes, I gave some clubs I like more money  But that's about it really. 
 

Can I correct this?
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If you have changed the club comp reps all to 20 there's your issue
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I don't remember doing that. How can I check that?
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Open cm0102ed.exe and check ClComp > English xxxxx Division > Reputation
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Reputations were not changed, still on default. So that's not the problem.
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im having a similar issue, although i have made the leagues 20 rep. why is that the problem derm?
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v3.89 Virtual_Staff error

Hi, playing the game for 1 season and then I got v3.89 Virtual_Staff error and the game stop worked. Is there anything to fix the
problem? 

 
Thanks in advance!
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Did you give a manager a future transfer in the Editor? (have seen something similar when we tried to have Guardiola transfer to
Bayern)

Last edited by Dermotron; 06-03-16 at 03:40 AM.
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We don't think so. The error stopped when we erased that "corrupted" file and started a new game.. however we got another problem:
v.3.9.68 file_list..CPP 177 (File_LLIST::add_node() : could not read next offset), i've opened a new thread on that as well.
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What have got installed? .60, .68, any Data Updates or Patches?
 

Any what operating system are you running the game on (XP, Vista, Win7 etc)
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We are currently using the .68 in windows 7, we also have editing some players, arenas and clubs ourself trough the editor after we
installed the patch. However we can press "Ok" on the error and then continue as usual with no problems so far..
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The edits have caused the error. Which editor did you use?
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The editor which came with the game, the editor name is cm0102ed. Is there anywhere I can see the name otherwise? And can I
somehow see what causes the error and if I can fix it?
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If you export your data and upload it I'll take a look
 

in cm0102ed.exe and run it but don't click load, distribute. Click proceed and then upload the file to sendspace
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Thank you alot, here's the link to my upload of the editor: https://www.sendspace.com/file/y2riq7.
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Not much I can do with this I'm afraid. Since its either ODB .60 or .68 you can just get the data files from the Download section copy
them to your data folder and it will reset whatever is causing this error

 
.68 http://champman0102.co.uk/downloads.php?do=file&id=119

 
.60 http://champman0102.co.uk/downloads.php?do=file&id=57

 
The other option is a clean install
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Is running cmdbsort on his DB worth a pop derm?
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Yeah didn't make any difference. I'd say there was something edited with a Filter on but
wasn't cancelled correctly
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Thank you anyways! However I can click past it and then continue as usual, is there going to be any problems with the game further in
or can I just continue?
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try it
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 Originally Posted by Fearthepenguinz 

Thank you anyways! However I can click past it and then continue as usual, is there going to be any problems with the game further in or can
I just continue?
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Problem with editor and also starting new game.

Hey,
 

I only found this site a few days ago. Sorry for my lack of knowledge... I have tried to find the answers to my problems on the forum, but
can't find anything.

 
Downloaded the game and I was playing it on a clone drive. Everything was working grand until I decided to tweak the editor. (I
remember doing this back when I used to play the game years ago - so thought I knew what was doing)

 
Anyway, now I seem to have messed something up. After making some changes within the editor, I clicked on the "save - as" option, and
gave the database a new name. I thought this was what you were meant to do so you could have a separate database for the new
version alongside the original database.

 
Now I cannot enter the editor anymore. (just gives me an error message). I also can't start a new game either. (another error message).

I can still load saved games and quick start games. But also what I don't understand is that I've un-installed the game completely and
re-installed it... but yet the problems still persist. And also my saved games and tactics are all still there - even after a fresh install.
(which I really don't understand? How can I completely un-install the game components and still have saved games & tactics?)

 
Any help appreciated guys! Thanks in advance!
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Youth Team Player
Joey66 
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Join Date:
Location:
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16-12-11
Australia

11,493

You need to uninstall and delete everything to do with the game before reinstalling.
 

Save games, tactics etc you can save to a different location, but everything else must be deleted before reinstalling.
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This thread may help: http://champman0102.co.uk/showthread...ight=uninstall
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Database base 95/96 error

Hi all,
 

When i load a new game all player positions are set as FC.. However in the editor they are correct.
 

What could be wrong and how to rectify?
 

i posted an earlier thread about a different issue, however i resolved this and cant seem to close it.
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Westy84 
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Join Date:
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29,995

What had you install before? If it was a Tapanified Database e.g. 3.xx database, you can't copy over it.
 

A clean install is the best suggestion. Just rename the old folder then reinstall the game, 3.9.68 patch and add the 95/96 data
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Thanks Dermo! Is it possible to retain the colored attributes after a clean re-install and the 95 database? How about amending the year
to reflect 1995?
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any idea Dermotron about coloured attribute and start yea? could you create a patch for me?
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anyone know if this is possible and can assist?
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Messed up Editing the Database

hi there guys,
 

Im using windows 7, ive done compatability and run as admin etc!
 

Im having problems with data loading into my database, i dont know wether its a memory thing or not! Ive done cmdbsort and validated
database.

 
I have added loads of chairmans onto the game and deleted loads so its not as if theres more data than before on the game, infact
probably less!

 
So, when i load my game some of the chairmen dont load, ive got it on max database and selected all the leagues apart from Argentina,
Northern ireland and Rep Ireland.

 
Please could u help me so i can have all data load.

 
thanks.
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totallyaddicted 
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Posts:
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Ribble Valley

5,734

Have you done compatability and run the editor as Administrator ?
 

I suspect that your changes have been saved in Users - User - AppData - Local - VirtualStore. (it might be a hidden folder)
 

VirtualStore is some Microsoft bollocks to piss you off and stop you saving in Program Files if you are not admin.

The artist formally known as The Eejit
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Posts: 380

thanks for reply, i did say that i had checked compatibilty. must be something else

Reserve Team Player

 Originally Posted by Kingsley 

Have you done compatability and run the editor as Administrator ?
 

I suspect that your changes have been saved in Users - User - AppData - Local - VirtualStore. (it might be a hidden folder)
 

VirtualStore is some Microsoft bollocks to piss you off and stop you saving in Program Files if you are not admin.

28-10-16, 01:40 PM

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

05-03-12
Ribble Valley

5,734

I'd still check the virtual store. It does look as if you are picking up the unaltered database. 
 Alternatively make another change, say a change in a teams colour, and see if you pick that up. If you do, then it is something in the

loading of the data that I doubt that anyone will be able to sort. If you don't then you need to find where the editor is saving your data.

The artist formally known as The Eejit
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Kingsley 
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07-04-13
380

ive managed to sort the issue out by choosing less leagues. all my data loads into the game now, however now theres another
problem.....

 
the Chairmans attributes are different to what they are in the editor every single time i load the game,

 
any ideas guys?
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Different as in lower by 1/2 points?

#67
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Fods 
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07-04-13
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no different as in i put 20 as resources and it comes out as 1 or 2 lol

#68

Reserve Team Player
totallyaddicted 

 Originally Posted by Fods 

Different as in lower by 1/2 points?

14-11-16, 12:47 AM

Join Date:
Posts:

03-03-12
28,262

I just had this error in my Pool/Swans game - no idea why - have never used an editor!
 

Seemed to have clicked through ok though
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The game suddenlly shuts down with no errors...

Just like the topic says.
 

I am using march update with 2.21 patch along with the CM3editor.
 It's installed on a win 10 machine.

 So I managed to play the full season starting year 2015.
 When I click "CONTINUE" on a 1 july of 2016, the game just crashes with no errors whatsoever.
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Youth Team Player
Yugoslav 
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Join Date:
Posts:

03-03-12
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Might be something you did with edirotr?
 

Can you use March uodate and start in 2015?
 

Tried holoidaying past the crash?

#71

Member of the Month
 Social Media Mod

Redknapp69 

17-09-18, 03:50 PM

Join Date:
Posts:

19-04-12
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I used CM3Editor, not a in game editor.
 It was stuck on that date. 

 When I used Holiday mode, it went past the date and now its stuck on august 1. But still, every time I click on news and contiune it just
shuts down. I did used the tapani starting in the year 2015 with march update.

#72

Youth Team Player
Yugoslav 

 Originally Posted by Redknapp69 

Might be something you did with edirotr?
 

Can you use March uodate and start in 2015?
 

Tried holoidaying past the crash?
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Location:
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Napoli
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Problem with names!

Guys, after I modified some surnames of the DB, the game shows me the same surname for all the players in gray! How can I do?
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Join Date:
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You need to find the broken one I'm afraid
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Giorgos Ismael error

Ok, I saved a game (Ajax) and put my computer to sleep with game still open.
 I returned a few hours later and battery had run out, so turned computer back on and reloaded save - unfortunately when I progress

with “Continue Game” the game take forever with “Waiting for other players” before finally exiting game without any other messages.
 When I check last game both line-ups seem to have changed to all Giorgos Ismael, injured after 1 minute and 0-0 result.

 What happened?! Help!!!
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22-12-19, 11:48 PM

Join Date:
Location:
Posts:

26-09-18
Brazil

882

Try this: First, make a backup copy of your save just in case (hoppefully you didn't put to
sleep while it was being saved, and hoppefully you didn't save the game again after you
turned your computer back on). Then try to open the game and then click to exit the
game without loading your save. Then open the game again and load your save and see if
the bug is gone. If not gone, then uninstall the game, delete the game folder, and install
again, apply the same patches you had been using, and load your save, that should work.

#76

Director
MadScientist 

 Originally Posted by Jasaki 

Ok, I saved a game (Ajax) and put my computer to sleep with game still open.
 I returned a few hours later and battery had run out, so turned computer back on and

reloaded save - unfortunately when I progress with “Continue Game” the game take
forever with “Waiting for other players” before finally exiting game without any other
messages.

 When I check last game both line-ups seem to have changed to all Giorgos Ismael,
injured after 1 minute and 0-0 result.

 What happened?! Help!!!
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Original 3.9.68 database validation fixes

Hi there!
 

Is it normal that if i patch to 3.8.68
 And open editor, validate database, there

 Are a lots of fixing in db. 
 Its so strange, delete clubs, comp history.

 Any thoughts ?
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